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Flowchart 
 

Manufacturer:  Andritz 

Machine:   Wet-Lap machine 

Capacity                100 t/d 

Manufacturing year:  1972 

Dry solids content       approx. 50% 

Working width:       1200 mm 

Wire width              1330 mm 

  

  

1. Required inlet consistency               1 - 1,5 %  

2. Outlet consistency                                 50 % t90  

3. Capacity Volume/ Solid can handled  80 + t90/d  

4. Power consumption                                   installed power approx. 175 kW 

5. Equipment Details in general                Twin wire press  

                                                        1:st press unfelted  

                                                        2:nd press unfelted  

                                                        cutter  

                                                        layboy  

                                                        strapper  

                                                        conveyors  

                                                        chest for pulp  

                                                        chest for white water  
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bales; 500 mm high x 640 mm 

wide x 800 mm long, 210 kg 

6. Area required, foot print.                         present building 28 m long x 14 m 

wide machine floor, some equipm. 

in basement 

 

 

Flow description of the Wet-Lap Machine 

 

The pulp’s course 

 

Wire Party 

From the pulp vat there are two pumps, one hardwood pump and one softwood 

pump dependant on which quality you are producing. 

From a pulp pump the pulp is pumped to a mixing chest which is equipped with 

a steam distribution pipe for heating the pulp. 

The mixing chest is level regulated with two alternately valves, one to for the 

chest and one for the return pipe. 

Heated pulp pumps up to the head box where the pulp is distributed between two 

dewatering wires and the pulp is fixed between two lateral adjustable side rulers. 

After that the pulp goes into the pre-press party which is adjustable with 

compressed air. Directly after the pre-press goes the pulp through the couch roll 

which also is adjustable by compressed air. The pulp leaves the wire party. 
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1st press 

The pulp course moves on to an in-feeding band which feeds up the pulp course 

into the press. After that the pulp brings through the press water plat that brings 

off the water on pulp’s top side. 

 

 

2nd press 

Same procedure as 1st press. 

 

 

Cutter Layboy 

The pulp course is moved by a band conveyor into a rotating knife which split 

the pulp path in two and after that the two paths goes through a sheet cutter 

whereupon the vacuum drum puts the pulp sheets on the baling table. Lateral 

band table. 

The bale table drop is controlled by a photocell meaning that when the bale has 

got its proper size, adjustable limit position, the table drops and a sheet fork 

moves on top of the bales and collect pulp sheets meantime the bale table bring 

the bales to bale path no. 2. The bales are laterally transported. 

 

 

Bale conveyors 

Three bale conveyors and additional bale pusher that fix the bale into correct 

position prior the scale. The bales are conveyed in a row. 
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The scale 

Checking the weight, stamps the bales and if needed manually correct the 

weight by put/take away pulp sheets. 

 

 

The binder 

Hydraulic chain conveyors and press, and the binder unit is whole mechanically. 

The bale goes into the binder and is bounded across with three wires and when 

the bale comes from the bale turner it is bound once in this direction. In whole 

four wires each bale. 

 

 

The bale turner 

Chain conveyor and pneumatically bale turner. The unit turns the bale 90 

degrees and put it back into the binder unit to strap the fourth wire. When the 

bale comes back from the binder it turns back again and is conveyed into the 

storehouse. 

 

The lath’s band 

Chain conveyor that conveys the bales into the storehouse. 
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The bale piler 

The bale piler has an hydraulic function, upper pusher is electrically driven. 

The bale goes to its limit position and the electrically pusher pushes the bale 

laterally onto a small bale turner (turner no.1) that turns the bale 90 degrees (the 

bale is now laying on its side) and the electrically pusher keeps on pushing the 

bale onto the big bale turner (turner no.2). When then three bales are laying in a 

row the bale tuner turns up the bales 90 degrees and now we have three bales on 

top of each other and the electrically pusher continue to push the bales onto the 

formation conveyor. Here a clamp truck can handle six bales at the time. 

 

Position of the scope 

Pos. 

1 Wire party 

2 1st press 

3 2nd press 

4 Layboy 

5 Bale table and sheet fork 

6 Conveyor 

7 Bale pusher 

8 Conveyor 

9 Conveyor 

10 Scale 

11 Conveyor to scale 

12 Binder 
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13 Bale turner 

14 Rib conveyor 

15 Bales pusher, electrical 

16 Bale turner no.1 

17 Bale turner no.2 

18 Formation conveyor 

19 Broke agitator 

20 Couch pump 

21 Hardwood pump 

22 Softwood pump 

23 Mixing chest 

24 Mixer, mixing chest 

25 Back water pump 

26 Fan pump to headbox. 

 
  




